Black And Armed
In America

exercising their Second Amendment
rights, has done everythirg in its power
to push the image of bad gun owners
as the rule, instead of the exception.

Our media have excessively promoted
The first time I carried a concealed
firearm, I experienced a wide array of
emotions. I waited a long time for my
permit to come in, so I was giddy with
excitement when the wait was over. I
felt empowered knowing that I didnt
need to rely on a police officer magically
appearing if I were attacked.
But I also felt arudety. I was a young
black man with 4 gun, and up until that

point, I had been taught that if a cop
ever realized I had a gun on me, hed
more likely think I was a criminal than
a legal concealed carrier. As a result,

I

took the painstaking effort to make sure
my gun was completely undetectable.
I even learned what signs cops look for
to determine if someone was carrying
a gun and made it a point not to do
those things.
But one question remains: Why the
hell would I, as a young black man, get
a concealed-carry license and carry a
gun on me 90 percent of the time if I
believed all this? I decided to caffy a
firearm despite the perceived dangers

from the police for the same reasons
teenage gangbangers and drug dealers

carry guns illegally-th.y are more
worried about being caught without a

*

gun by
enemy than with one by.
cop. In the same way, on a subconscious
level, I was more concerned about being
caught without a gun by. criminal
than I was by. cop when I was legally

carrying a firearm.
Note, I am not saying that I cant
become the victim of a cop or another
armed citizen who, because of my race
and the gun I carry might treat me like
a threat instead of another legally armed
citizen. What I am sa)rlng is that those
people are the exception, not the rule.
Since last |uly, there have been three

in which a black good guy with a
gun was shot and killed by police. At the
time of this writing, these cases are still
under investigation, so I'm not going to
speculate on the motivation behind the
shootings. But I will say that the anxiety
cases

seen as a
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firearm in public is not limited to blacks.
After carrying a firearm for some time,

the image of the armed, gang-banging,
hyper-aggressive, violent black male,
while at the same time pushing the
narrative that all white male gun owners

I began researching and learning more
about the intricacies of concealed carry.
I discovered that the question of what to
do so you dont get shot by a cop if you
have to pull your gun in public had been
a topic of discussion in the online gun
community for years, by gun owners of
all races.

are potential mass-shooting domestic
terrorists who hate black people. Are
we then surprised that there might be
incidents in which a good black guy
with a gun is prematurely seen as a bad
guy with a gun by someone who's only
image of a black man with a gun has
been what the media have portrayed?

threat by police if you have to draw your

The anxiety of
avoiding the ordeal
of being seen as a
threat by police if
you have to draw
your firearm in
public is not limited
to blacks.
Though we are fortunate to have the
in this country,

Second Amendment

we also have a large segment of the
country that believes anyone carrying a
gun who is not law enforcement is a bad
guy. Unfortunately, some who believe
this become police officers. I believe
threat identification and de-escalation
have long been weak points of training
in police departments. In a country
with the Second Amendment right to
keep and bear arms, learning how to
deal with potentially armed citizens at
the scene of an active-shooter situation
should be a top prionty for all police
training. Long story short, if you're
going to carry a badge and gun in this

country unless a person is actively
shootin g atlou, shootin g at other
people who are clearly not a threat, or
threateningly presenting a firearm, /ou
should err on the side of the possibility
that the person might be a good guy

with

a gun.
This country's "mainstrearn" media
machine, in its rabid attempt to viliSr
guns and sway people away from

If such a tragedy occurs, the same
media that have mastered the art of
sensationalizing these incidents will
breathlessly report and speculate about
racial motivations, without having any
truly relevant information or facts.
Th.y do this to insidiously reaffirm the
narrative th.y have been pushing for
years-if you are black and carry I gun,

you will be shot. Ironically, the same
media never talk about racist origins of
gun control laws, or how most such laws
were designed to keep guns out of the
hands of blacks. Nor do they discuss
how the very same violent image of
black men they push today is the same
image that was used in the past to
scare unassuming whites, causing some
of them to support those racist gun
control laws.
TWo years 4Bo,

I received a message

from the mother of Philando Castile,
a 32-year-old black concealed-carry
license holder who was pulled over and

killed by officer |eronimo Yanezwhen
he thought Castile was reaching for his
gun. The letter was a scathing critique of
my response to the shooting. The part of
the message that hit the hardest was her
closing line: "You aint no exception; the
same thirg can happen to youl'
Admittedly, the letter made me
feel terrible. But what was I supposed
to do? Stop carrying my gun? Stop
exercising my rights? What happened
to Castile was terrible, trrd, like I said
in my open letter about it, it could have
been avoided altogether if the officer
had conducted the stop the way he
was trained to perform a felony stop.

Nevertheless, cases like Castile's are still
the exception.

I know that's not a popular thing to
in today's political
climate, but that's why these cases are
such a big deal when they do occur.
And even then, the motivations behind
say as a black man

the shootings are never clear-cut-at
least not clear-cut enough to say that
a cop shot a black guy

with

because he was a black guy

a gun

with

just

o gun,

and not for some other reason, justified
or not. As a result, these cases send

my cognitive dissonance-about what
I've been told my whole life, what
I've actually experienced, what the
statistics show, and what reality has
presented-into a downward spiral
where I second-guess myself into
oblivion on these issues.
However, I know one thing is for
sure: It has never been safer to be black
and armed in this country than it is
right now. There were times in the past
when it was legal to beat and even kill
a black person who was found to have
o gun, or any other weapon, or him.

I know one thing
is for sure: It has
never been safer to
he black and armed
in this country than
it is right now.
Today, there are black gun rights groups,

social media accounts dedicated to black
gun ownership, black firearm instructors
and black gun rights advocates. There
was a time when it was not safe for
blacks to vote, but we continued doing it
anyway. Regardless of how dangerous it
might or might not beccime to be black
and armed in this country, I'll continue
to exercise my natural rights the same
way black people of the past-who faced
more significant and more consistent
harm-chose to exercise theirs. @

Colion Noir is a gun rights activist,
lawyer, member of the National Rtflt
Association, and the host of the web
series "cN Live" and "lrolR " on xna 3
live streaming network, NRATI4 com.

How Can A Human
Right Be Racist?
by Glay Turner, Creative Director

new weapon has been
deployed in the battle
to curb gun rights, and
among debate tactics, it's the
Nuclear 0ption:
The Second Amendment is racist.
Dozens of articles have been
written in the last year supporting
this specious premise: "Recent
cop shootings of legally armed
black men prove that the
Second Amendment doesn't
apply if you're black. Cops shoot
black men simply for carrying a
gun, knowing they wont be held
accountable. There's no such thing
as a 'Black Good Guy With A Gun.'
The Second Amendment is for
whites only, and therefore is racist."
0f course, a reading of the text
of the Second Amendment reveals
no such bias. Its simple guarantee
of an individual human right to
self-defense is absent any
qualifiers. Smearing it with a
charge of racism disguises a desire
to end gun rights for all, while
inflicting insidious harm to society.
Telling minority p opulations,
who often live in more desperate
circumstances, that their rights
will get them killed is not only a lie
that makes them more vulnerable,
it leaves them feeling powerlesswhich inevitably increases their
hopelessness, anger and despair.
When the state proves incapable
[or unwihg] to protect them, they
justifiably lose faith in government.
Increasingly, they're not
buying this lie: Jeremy Levitt
wrote in the Orlando Sentinel that
'Afric an-Americ ans arguably have
the richest tradition of gun-rights
advocacy despite being targeted
by and resisting local, state and
federal gun control measures

since before Americas founding."
He noted the NRA has "tens of

thousands of black memhers."
Painting entire police
departments-indeed, all police-as
wanton racist murderers does
even further damage to society.
As in any culture, true racism
must be rooted out and exposed.
However, it should never excuse
the exploitation of tragedy for
political advantage.
To the contrary, The New
YorkTimes reported on Harvard
research concerning I,000 police
shootings in I0 major U.S. police
departnents. The study found cops
were acfually less likely to use
deadly force on blacks: "When it
comes to the most lethal form of
force-police shootings-the study
finds no racial bias." Uuly II, e0l6l
Two of the recent shootings
cited by Colion Noir appear to be
cases where cops mistook a black
good guy for a bad guy. Those who
blame the Second Amendment
for their deaths claim that cops
oppose concealed carry because
they can't tell one from the other.
However, a 2013 Police0ne.com
survey shows cops overwhelmingly
support armed citizens. By an
average 9-to-1 margin, they oppose
magazine limits and "assault
weapons" bans; they dont believe
gun control laws increase officer
safety; they would support
non-enforcement of glm contol
Iaws; and they list "More permissive
concealed-car4r policies for
civilians" as the nr-rmber one way to
prevent large scale shootings.
As the number of carry permit
holders rises (there are currently
more than 17 milionl, training
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for both them and law enforcement
must evolve, and quickly. Tiaining
almost always lags behind an evolving
threat environment, and as citizens
assume more responsibihtf for the
safety of themselves and others, the
expectations of cops arriving at the
scene must be reset to reflect the
new reality.
Even under the best of circumstances,
mistakes are going to be made. The
world is a battleground between

good and evil. It is wrong to blame
the necessary, universal human right
of self-defense for the results of evil
actions-or for racism, training
deficiencies or the tragic toll on
innocents. It is a historical fact that
the effects of violent acts will not limit
themselves to intended victims.
In fact, a huge database exists that
proves this fact: If it were possible to

eliminate fatal mistakes in the heat
of battle, the military would not have
coined the term "friendly firel'
Some claim NRA supported
California's Mulford Act, which banned
open carry in response to the activities
of armed Black Panthers. However,
Mulford was passed rn ry67, eight years
before NRA-ILA was even formed; NRA
wasn't in the business of supporting, or
opposing, legislation back then. Their
case rests on an editorial penned by
angry legislator, blaming Nna after its
passage. In any case, the Mulford Act
did not single out any minority; it's an

*

equal - opp

ortunitF infringer.

When critics demand Nnn
declare support for minority gun
rights, they ignore the fact that our
Associations insistence on protection

of Second Amendment rights for all
that-every d.y.
When even the guarantee of the
most basic of all human rights-the
right to defend oneself-is called racist,
the charge of racism has lost its power.
Once, an accusation of racism was
enough to move our entire society
to eradicate it. It's a shame that now
overuse in pursuit of mere political
gain has sapped its stren$h.
When everything can be called
racist, then nothing is. @
does exactly

